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Email migration is the common term able to hear from everybodyâ€™s mouth in organizational
environment and users staying at home. This type of conversion is high demanding because of user
dissatisfaction with one email platform. The main focus users have during this time is that data do
not haphazardly move from platform to another. Like to export Outlook 2011 to Thunderbird, there is
variety of methods available but in order to gain best of the best results, usually users rely on
professional tool.

Users have issues with Outlook for Mac 2011 comprises of complex features set, difficulties in
handling application, requirement of complete technical skills, etc. Outlook for Mac 2011 stores data
in OLM which is not easily readable in other email applications as it is proprietary file for Outlook for
Mac 2011. In such situations if you convert OLM data in Thunderbird, Entourage, Evolution MBOX,
you would feel convenient. (http://www.olmconverter.com/download-olm-to-mbox.html) Download
OLM to MBOX would help to increase accessibility of OLM data in numerous clients supportive of
MBOX file format.

Some Precautious Actions Regarding Conversion of Outlook 2011 to Thunderbird:

1)	Take Backup of Email folders: Before you move onto export Outlook 2011 to Thunderbird, the
most important action you need to take is to create backup of Mac email folders. Never neglect
other side of the coin which means that 1% if data is corrupted during conversion, you will lose
email folders on the permanent basis.

2)	Never Consider Manual Method As Permanent Solution: As every problem has numerous
solutions so if you have requirement to move Outlook for Mac to Thunderbird, then do not use
manual solution because it takes lots of time in conversion. As single file is converted at a time
which is an ultimately time wasting problem for users. Moreover, it takes no guarantee of data safety
as data might get corrupt and leads to no fruitful results.

3)	Take Commercial Help: Another very important aspect regarding exportation of data from Mac to
MBOX is to always take help from external software solution but make sure that software is
affordable, easy to use, advanced features because this results into sure perfect consequences.

Export Outlook 2011 to Thunderbird: If you want some professional software for exporting unlimited
Mac email data to MBOX, then you can take help from professional software like OLM to MBOX
Converter so that you would be able to access entire OLM email folders into Thunderbird with
MBOX file.
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